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Mauritius is said to an enchanting place filled with beautiful beaches, lush green mountains and is
an amalgamation of various cultures and a variety of cuisines. It is known for its coral reefs, sandy
beaches and crystal clear beach water which make it a tourist paradise and therefore creating a
huge demand of Mauritius holiday. Mauritius tour packages offer you with unique chance to explore
the most beautiful island of the world that will leave you spell bound on your journey.  They take you
to place like Casela Bird Park, Pamplemousses Park and lie aux Cerfs Island. Apart from
sightseeing one can also indulge into many aquatic activities such as Scuba diving, sailing,
parasailing, diving etc and is a monuments and wildlife etc. Mauritius tour package also offers you
with honeymoon packages which will take you to this heavenly ambiance, cool amiable climate,
fascinating charm and marvelous attractions have made are a honeymoonerâ€™s paradise.  So come
and be a part of Mauritius holidays in this breathtakingly beautiful island situated in the south west of
Indian Ocean and treasure remarkable memories to relish for lifetime with your loved ones.

Singapore is one of the most fascinating destinations rich in contrast and color. It offers a perfect
amalgamation of modern and traditional charm and beauty that has been attracting travelers from all
parts of the world. It is the most beautiful country of South East Asia which has something for
everyone. Singapore tourism takes you through wonderful sky scrapers, vast shopping malls,
beautiful gardens and more of all offers you to enjoy tantalizing culinary and mesmerizing night life.
They also take you along the most famous tourist attractions in the city such as Orchard Road which
is also known as entertainment hub of the city, national Museum of Singapore. Singapore Art
Museum as world famous island Sentosa. Singapore tourism has lot to offer to make the initial days
of your married life together a very memorable one. You can visit places like The Merlion in
Singapore, Sentosa Island, Jurong Bird Park etc. you can also indulge in shopping as well as get
involved in fun and frolic activities, Singapore tourism are cheap and fits everyone budget
expectation and you can customize it according to requirements. So this time if you are planning for
a vacation than opt for Singapore tourism and create lifetime memories that you can cherish
throughout your lifetime.
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a Mauritius Tour Package - Book Mauritius Tours & travel packages at MakeMyTrip. Mauritius
Tour & holiday Packages can be customized. Plan a tourism, travel to Mauritius and its various
tourist attractions with Mauritius holiday packages. Explore exciting Mauritius Tourism with cheap
vacation packages.
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